Product Data Sheet
E-CIM System

Control Your Site’s Systems in an Emergency

If an emergency strikes, can you instantly broadcast emergency instructions throughout your site via the
communications devices you already own? With Metis Secure’s E-CIM system, you can.
E-CIM stands for Emergency Communications Information Management. The E-CIM platform enables you to take
immediate control of your site’s existing communications devices in a crisis—and broadcast urgent, actionable voice
instructions that give your people the information they need to protect themselves.
The system is powered by Metis Secure’s E-CIM software, connected to your site’s existing computer screens, IP
phones, PA systems, email servers, digital signs, and almost any other analog or digital communications device.
When you’re confronted with an emergency, you can instantly take control of the communications devices
throughout your building or site, and surround your people with urgent, impossible-to-ignore emergency directives:


Sirens and emergency voice directives instantly begin sounding through PA speakers and IP phones.



Emergency alerts take over computer screens, IP phone screens, and digital signs throughout your facilities.



Alerts go to pre-designated groups via text and email—either through a third-party email/text service, or via
your own email server.
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Powerful, Customized Emergency Alerts
The E-CIM software includes a host of customized, pre-recorded Instant Alerts that you specify, based on your
emergency threat profile and your response plans. In a crisis, you can broadcast alerts and instructions to your
people in seconds.
The software also includes a powerful custom alert engine, for the emergency situations you can’t plan for ahead of
time. Using advanced text to speech technology, you can rapidly broadcast specific, actionable instructions for any
emergency.
In both cases, emergency directives automatically repeat throughout your facility for a specified period of time,
reinforcing emergency instructions and reducing confusion.

Flexible System Operation
The Metis Secure E-CIM system is flexible and future-proof. It’s customized for your needs, and is designed to easily
grow with you over time. Several typical options are listed below. If you have a need that you don’t see here, just
ask—the system is almost infinitely adaptable.


Activate through a browser, mobile device, or automatically—You can activate the Metis Secure E-CIM
system in whatever way is best for you. Options include launching alerts through any internet browser, from
on-site or off, or launching alerts from mobile phones or tablets. The system can also connect to a wide
variety of sensors and data feeds, and can alert your site automatically if a dangerous situation is detected.



Host the server on-premises or with an off-site hosting service—The Metis Secure E-CIM system is hosted
on a server, so you can access it from anywhere. The server can be hosted by a third party off-site, or it can
reside on-premises.



Arm your people with panic buttons—If you have or need panic buttons, the E-CIM system easily ties them
in—when someone at your site presses a button, the system instantly alerts designated responders and
reports the location of the person in need.

For more information or to test-drive the Metis Secure E-CIM system, contact:
Metis Secure
412-828-3700
info@metissecure.com
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